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The research problem
Joint 3D Reconstruction of Human and Objects in a Dynamic Scene using Monocular Video

Figure 1: (a) Robot perception during navigation (b) Robot’s interaction with scene elements (e.g Social
Robots) (c) Training a robot (learning from the interactions between scene elements)

3d dynamic scene reconstruction is an important area of work for robot perception and navigation, robot
manipulation, and training a robot using reinforcement learning. To navigate or interact with the
environment, the robot should have an accurate knowledge of the 3d models, which includes the shape,
size, and exact location or layout of the scene elements (objects and humans). Joint 3d reconstruction of
humans and objects in dynamic scenes is a challenging problem. A human can generally perceive its
surrounding environment and correctly estimate object locations, shape, and size from some prior
knowledge about the object, object-object, or human-object interactions. This knowledge may include
information about which elements generally interact, the type of interactions (gravitational constraints or
affordance), and relative positions of the elements during interactions. A human also perceives the
relative distance between objects by reasoning the relative size of the elements. Hence, a 3d dynamic
scene reconstruction system should consider all these attributes for an accurate and physically plausible
reconstruction of scene elements.
Owing to the advancements in machine learning techniques and the availability of large-scale data, the recent
developments [1,2] show impressive results on 3d scene reconstruction. However, mostly these methods focus
on human and object reconstruction independently. These methods do not exploit the human-object
interactions, although they can leverage important information for reconstructing individual scene elements.
Some very recent methods [3, 4, 5] have considered joint 3d reconstruction of humans and objects in a scene.
In the first work in this area [3], authors considered human-object interactions using some prior knowledge on
HOI, physical plausibility of the object and human pose by imposing constraints on human-object/ object-object
collision (except on container-like objects chair, desk), and support relations (between objects like monitor and
table or table and floor, human and floor, etc.). This method only considers 3d skeleton and coarse level object
reconstruction which limits its scope, as the exact shape or occupancy of objects or humans remains unknown.
In [4], authors reconstruct human mesh and the objects in contact with a human. This paper considers the
relative size of objects with respect to the human and depends on prior knowledge about the object sizes to
finetune the object location and object layout. [5] is the first work that proposes a rich reconstruction of the

scene considering humans and most of the scene objects. This unsupervised method imposes 2d-3d
consistency loss for optimizing each element independently. It also incorporates physical losses (human-object
collision, human-object contact, ground plane supporting loss) to jointly optimize the pose and layout of the
different scene elements. 2d-3d consistency loss can not resolve size and exact location ambiguities as many
3d predictions can project into the same 2d.

Overall, the state-of-art methods for 3d scene reconstruction only consider a prior knowledge of humanobject interactions in a static scene with a single person environment, which may not be sufficient for a
dynamic and multi-person environment. Context information about the activities going on in a scene can
help to build more sophisticated physical constraints for better reconstruction. Also, current methods
consider a limited number of objects and are highly dependent on the accuracy of 2D object detection
algorithms.

Project aims
●

Finding physical constraints for plausible 3d reconstruction of humans and objects in
the dynamic scene: Physical constraints like gravity (e.g., object rest on the floor), affordance (e.g.,
human can sit on the chair), the geometry of object (to handle object occlusions) should be considered
for the plausible reconstruction of the scene elements. Some recent methods [12, 13] show that the
learned human-scene interactions like surface contacts, penetration, affordance significantly improve
the human pose estimation. However, we aim to leverage this information from images for joint
reconstruction of humans and scenes. Constraints considering the relative size or relative distance
between different scene elements (human and objects) can also give a better understanding of the
size and shape of individual elements. Moreover, the surface contacts or interactions amongst the
scene elements may change over time (e.g., a human moving object from one place to another, a
person jumping on the floor). Hence, understanding the scene deformation or the temporal correlation
across frames and spatial correlation amongst scene elements would lead to a better scene
reconstruction.

●

Using multi-modal information for scene reconstruction: In [2, 3, 4, 5], authors
incorporate the object-object, object-scene, or human-object relationship implicitly. These methods
often show object penetration or incorrect surface contacts (floating objects) in the final reconstruction.
An additional mode of information along with the video, like video description or video captioning, can
be used to have better context about the scene elements interactions. Dense video captioning
datasets like MSR-VTT [8], charades [9], Activitynet caption [10], can be useful for this approach. "A
person sits on a bed and puts a laptop into a bag" gives cues for exact positional relation between
objects (person, bed, laptop, bag). This explicit object-scene relation can be used at the training time
for self-supervision to learn the relative position of the objects or humans, which will eventually help
to incorporate the physical constraints in a better way.

●

Making the 3d scene reconstruction robust for unseen objects: For all the current
methods, a major limitation is, these methods can detect a limited variety of objects or highly
dependant on the 2D object detector, which is used to get an initial estimate of the scene objects
location. In a dynamic scene, feature similarity between consecutive frames for the un-reconstructed
regions can help recover the unknown objects. Zero-shot learning [11] for unseen object detection can
be adopted in 3d scene reconstruction pipeline to adapt the unseen objects incrementally.

●

Building a socially feasible 3d scene reconstruction under multi-person
environment: Recent methods do not consider the multi-person environment in joint human-object
reconstruction. The position or velocity of a person in a dynamic environment is often conditioned by
the location of the other scene elements or surrounding people. In this project, we aim to exploit the
social interactions (e.g., group of people sitting around a table), body-part interactions (e.g., hand-

shaking), known human body priors under multi-person environment for reasoning the physical
constraints, person-person occlusion, or environmental occlusions for socially plausible 3d
reconstruction.

Expected outcomes
Physically plausible robust human and object mesh construction in a dynamic scene
given a monocular video input.

How will the project address the Goals of the above Themes?
This project will fit into the Advanced computational engineering, simulation and manufacturing theme. This
project mainly focuses on robot perception. Robotics is one of the emerging technologies in AI with wide
applications in healthcare, education, entertainment, manufacturing industries. The basic prerequisite for a
robotic application is to provide a clear representation of the surrounding environment to the robot to make
it able to perceive the environment better. This project focuses on creating the scene representation in 3D
which gives a complete scene understanding i.e pose, shape and size of different scene elements (humans
+ objects) and Spatio-temporal interactions between them.

Capabilities and Degrees Required
List the ideal set of capabilities that a student should have for this project. Feel free to be as specific or as general as you like.
These capabilities will be input into the online application form and students who opt for this project will be required to show that
they can demonstrate these capabilities.

Essential Skills:
an Honour/Master degree in Computer Science, Mathematics, Physics, or Engineering.
A background in machine learning and/or computer vision.
Programming skills in a variety of coding languages (e.g., Python, Matlab, C/C++/C#)
and proficient in one of the main deep learning libraries (e.g., Darknet, TensorFlow,
PyTorch, Keras)
fluent communication skills in English.
Desirable Skills
Previous experience in 3D vision, e.g. 3D object reconstruction, human face or body
reconstruction, or working with state-of-the-art computer vision methods in 3D vision
Showing the ability to publish a paper in top-tier (CORE A*/A) venues in computer
vision, machine learning, AI, robotics, pattern recognition, image processing or
multimedia
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